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Welcome to the third issue of our newsletter

Photo by Pawel Czerwinski on Unsplash
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We are pleased to share the third issue of our newsletter, keeping you up to date with all the latest news from the 
COST Action CA 17111 INTEGRAPE - DATA INTEGRATION TO MAXIMISE THE POWER OF OMICS FOR GRAPEVINE 
IMPROVEMENT. 

After 21 months, we are still confronted with the pandemic of COVID -19, which has turned our daily lives upside down and from which 
our COST Action INTEGRAPE has not been spared. But we humans are very adaptable and continue with all our planned activities. 
Despite the pace of activities which has slowed down, we will still be on time to complete our COST Action in September 2022.
Although last year we did not think we could accomplish much in a virtual world, we actually did. Of course, it's not the same and 
although we really miss the personal contact, we are still glad that at least we can see each other through our screens. And in reality, 
we have seen each other quite often at workshops and meetings, including the Annual Meeting where we discussed industry needs for 
our achievements. The eHandsOn version of the Transcriptomic Metadata Handling and Data Analysis Training School was a great 
success, as was the virtual METABO-OPEN 2021 Training School. As a result of the good work of our community members, a Reference 
gene catalogue and nomenclature recommendations and several scientific papers directly related to INTEGRAPE have been published, 
including one that provides guidelines FAIR data and metadata management based on grapevine and wine metabolomics. A very 
important aspect of the actions of COST is the Short Term Scientific Mission (STSM) grants, and we have already been able to complete 
many STSMs through Europe and abroad. Last but not least, our Integrape website has a new look that reaches into the future far 
beyond when the COST Action is over.
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https://integrape.eu/cost-action-ca17111-3rd-virtual-annual-meeting-2/
https://integrape.eu/methada-2020-ehands-on/
https://integrape.eu/metabo-open-2021/
https://integrape.eu/resources/genes-genomes/reference-gene-catalogue-and-nomenclature-recommendations/
https://www.mdpi.com/2218-1989/11/11/757/htm
https://integrape.eu/


INTEGRAPE Facts
Type: COST Action CA17111
Duration: 4 years (2018-2022)
Visit us on:
www.integrape.eu 

Participants
25 European countries
3 COST near neighbour countries
2 COST International Partner Countries

4 working groups

MC Chair
Prof Mario PEZZOTTI
Università degli Studi di Verona
Ca' Vignal 1
Strada le Grazie 15
37134 Verona
Italy

About COST Action CA17111: INTEGRAPE
Grapevine is grown worldwide to produce fresh berries, processed fruits and wine. 
Grapevine research focuses on interactions between the genotype, phenotype and 
environment, and information must be integrated from heterogeneous datasets
including ampelography, environmental biology, genetics, genomics, epigenomics, 
transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics. The data are currently dispersed and 
difficult to access, hindering meta-analysis (the re-use of grapevine data beyond the
original experiments). 

The COST Action INTEGRAPE brings together all stakeholders in the grapevine research
community (academic, industry, policymakers and consumers) in an open, 
international, and representative network to develop minimal data standards and 
good practices in order to integrate data repositories and improve interoperability
between datasets. The ultimate objective is to harness and exploit all available data to 
achieve better management practices and more cost-effective breeding for improved
genotypes. 
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METHADA 2020 eHands on - Virtual Training School in Transcriptomic Metadata Handling and Data Analysis
(Link to INTEGRAPE webpage)

30 November to 4 December 2020
Trainers: Camille Rustenholz, INRA

Amandine Velt, INRA
Riccardo Aiese Cigliano, SEQUENTIA BIOTECH
José Tomás Matus, I2SysBio, Valencia
Jérôme Grimplet, CITA-Aragon.es

Participants: 20 trainees and more than 90 observers
The rise of the latest technologies combining physics, optics, chemistry and its application to molecular 
biology has led to high-throughput experiments, yielding an explosion of publicly available data. This data 
ranges from Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) to transcriptomics, phenomics, metabolomics to large scale 
single cell data. In the case of transcriptomics, which generates to date the biggest amount of data 
compared to other omics, protocols for data submission are not fully standardized for grapevine data and 
not controlled by the research community. Public available gene expression datasets have a hidden true 
potential in the light of data reanalysis and integration. In line with the FAIR (Findable Accessible 
Interoperable Reusable) principles our next challenge as a community relies on providing correct sample 
and experiment annotations, using controlled vocabularies to ensure both human readability and 
computational tractability. 

https://integrape.eu/methada-2020-ehands-on/
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METHADA 2020 eHands on- Virtual Training School in Transcriptomic Metadata Handling and Data Analysis
(Link to INTEGRAPE webpage)

30 November to 4 December 2020

This training school addressed genomics data handling and analysis, and it was organized in 
three modules.

In the first module, participants learned how to use the guidelines provided by the INTEGRAPE 
community to properly annotate experiments and post them to a public repository. They also 
explored standards and bioontologies for FAIR data annotation using their own data.

In the second module, participants learned how to use tools from Sequentia (AIR for 
transcriptomics).

In the third module, the GREAT (GRapevine Expression ATlas) platform for transcriptomic 
meta-analysis was introduced. The GREAT platform is a good example of reusing publicly 
available RNA-seq data to answer new biological questions. Participants had the opportunity to 
explore the platform GREAT with their own list of genes of interest.

Videos of the plenary sessions for each module are available here.

https://integrape.eu/methada-2020-ehands-on/
https://integrape.eu/methada-2020-ehands-on/
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Genome Annotation Working Group Meeting at INRAE Colmar
Link to webpage

14 – 18 June 2021 
Organized by Camille Rustenholz and Amandine Velt

The main goal of this meeting was to test the recently developed guidelines for using WebApollo interface for the manual curation of 
gene annotations derived from the most recent (4th) genome assembly of PN40024.

We generated a first group of “grapevine annotation experts” to identify, transfer and/or correct the new annotations and those
generated in the previous versions of reference genome assembly/annotation. The plan was to set up a JBrowse interface coupled with 
WebApollo, maintained in Colmar through an INRAE. This would be the start of the organisation of a training school where our group of 
annotation experts could teach the trainees how to perform manual curation by following the guidelines.

https://integrape.eu/genome-annotation-working-group-meeting-at-inrae-colmar/
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Third Annual Meeting of INTEGRAPE
28 June to 2 July 2021

The 3rd Annual Meeting of INTEGRAPE was held in virtual space 
(COST Action CA17111 - 3rd VIRTUAL ANNUAL MEETING –
INTEGRAPE). Nevertheless, we had the same large number of 
attendees who were able to listen to many fantastic presentations 
from the INTEGRAPE community worldwide in five days, and many 
fruitful ideas were born during the sessions and round table 
discussions.
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Mario 
PEZZOTTI

Action Chair

Anne-Françoise
ADAM-BLONDON
Action Vice Chair

https://integrape.eu/cost-action-ca17111-3rd-virtual-annual-meeting-2/
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DAP&CAT Working Group Meeting: Writing DAP-seq guidelines, 
Release of the Gene Reference Catalogue V2.0 & New INTEGRAPE Web Design 
at the Institute for Integrative Systems Biology (I2SysBio) in Valencia
Link to webpage

27 – 31 July 2021 
Organized by Tomás Matus
This meeting aimed to satisfy two different goals. The first goal was to generate guidelines for DAP-Seq experiments in grapevine. The 
second goal was to work on the release of the second version of the Grape Gene Reference Catalogue, together with the manual 
curation of the added genes using Apollo. Dr. Carol Huang from New York University and Camille Rustenholz from INRAE Colmar joined 
us in the plenary sessions and gave a talk on their research.
We generated a first group of “DAP-Seq experts”, who worked on the draft of the DAP-Seq guidelines.
The Grape Gene Reference Catalogue was introduced to the assistants, showing the importance of having a properly annotated 
catalogue and the powerful applications that it has. In second place, the new PN42004 and the WebApollo were presented to the 
assistants by Camille Rustenholz and David Navarro, in order to introduce the assistants to the manual curation of the new assembly, 
following the guidelines generated in the Genome Annotation Working Group Meeting at INRAE Colmar. The second version of the 
Grape Gene Reference Catalogue is already available here, and the DAP-Seq guidelines will be soon available.

https://integrape.eu/dapcat-working-group-meeting-writing-dap-seq-guidelines-release-of-the-gene-reference-catalogue-v2-0-new-integrape-web-design/
https://integrape.eu/genome-annotation-working-group-meeting-at-inrae-colmar/
https://integrape.eu/resources/genes-genomes/reference-gene-catalogue-and-nomenclature-recommendations/
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METABO-OPEN 2021 - Virtual Training School in Transcriptomic Metadata Handling and Data Analysis
(Link to INTEGRAPE webpage)

4 - 6 October 2021

To manage the exponential rise in biological data and their relative metadata information, it has become necessary to submit raw
data to ad-hoc public repositories. Publicly-available metabolomic datasets have hidden, true potential in the light of data reanalysis 
and integration. Therefore, there is an urgent need to make this biological data and information available to the entire plant scientific 
community.

The aim of this training school was to provide knowledge and tools on experimental design, metabolomics data and metadata 
management, as well as their upload to public repositories according to FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable) 
principles, and demonstrate how to reuse data already present in public repositories.

The training school was divided into three modules.

The first module, open to the wider public, was an introduction to the experimental design description, metabolomics data and 
metadata management. More information can be found on the INTEGRAPE Data Management web page.

The second module addressed reusing the dataset previously presented to the public repositories by various informatic tools.

The third module focused on the step-by-step upload of a metabolomic study to the public repository of MetaboLights.

https://integrape.eu/metabo-open-2021/
https://integrape.eu/data-management/how-to-submit-metabolomic-data-to-metabolights/
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/metabolights/
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METABO-OPEN 2021 - Virtual Training School in Transcriptomic Metadata Handling and Data Analysis
(Link to INTEGRAPE webpage)

4 - 6 October 2021

The success of the training school is not just a word. 

97 registered people for the introductory session (4 Oct 2021)
25 trainees attended the practical sessions (5&6 Oct 2021)

https://integrape.eu/metabo-open-2021/
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METABO-OPEN 2021 - Virtual Training School in Transcriptomic Metadata Handling and Data Analysis
(Link to INTEGRAPE webpage)

4 - 6 October 2021

The success of the training school is not just a word. 

general
feeling

quality of 
presentations

quality of 
practical activities

clarity of 
explanations

availability of
materials
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highly satisfied

satisfied
dissatisfied
highly dissatisfied

neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

https://integrape.eu/metabo-open-2021/
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At the 11th International Symposium on Grapevine Physiology and Biotechnology, which took place in virtual presence from 31 

Oct to 5 Nov 2021 under the auspices of the ISHS in Stellenbosch in South Africa (https://isgpb2021.com), our COST Action 

INTEGRAPE was well presented in a Workshop on data integration, with talks by several of our members and STSM students.

https://isgpb2021.com/
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Short Term Scientific Missions (STSM)

Short-Term Scientific Missions allow scientists to learn from an institution or laboratory in 
another COST country - a concept of particular interest to young scientists (PhD students, 
Post-docs).

Seventeen proposals were accepted and funded. The beneficiaries learnt a lot and some of 
their great results were presented at the 11th International Symposium on Grapevine
Physiology and Biotechnology in Stellenbosch, South Africa.

In next pages are some examples of STSMs carried out:
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Grapevine reference genome revisited – Generating a high-quality, haplotype specific gene annotation
Beneficiary: Bianca Frommer, Genetics & Genomics of Plants, CeBiTec, Bielefeld University, Germany

Host: Nicola Vitulo, Department of Biotechnology, University of Verona,Italy

Preparation for shared publication of the result of bionformatic data analyses on metagenomics dataset from 

own analysed grapevine rhizosphere samples

Beneficiary: Barnabás Kovács, Hungarian University of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Keszthely, Hungary

Host:  Nicola Vitulo, University of Verona, Verona, Italy

Time course grapevine fruit development: population versus single berries transcriptomes
Beneficiary: Stefania Savoi, SupAgro, Montpellier,France 

Host: Sara Zenoni, Prof. Giambattista Tornielli, Department of Biotechnology, University of Verona, Italy

Standardization of DAP-seq protocols for the genome-wide interrogation of TF-binding sites

Beneficiary: Chen Zhang, Institute for Integrative Systems Biology (Paterna) Spain

Host: Sara Zenoni, Department of Biotechnology, University of Verona, Italy

Reusing transcriptomic data to identify genes of interest related to grapevine yellows susceptibility for the 

purpose of DNA-free genome editing

Beneficiary: Rebeka Strah, National institute of Biology, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Host: Sara Zenoni, Department of Biotechnology, University of Verona, Italy

Short Term Scientific Missions (STSM)
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Methods for integrating a standardized cistrome database in the latest

Pinot grapevine genome browser

Beneficiary: Luis Orduña, Institute for Integrative Systems Biology (I2SYSBIO), Paterna, Spain

Host: Anne-Françoise Adam-Blondon, Unité de Recherche Génomique, French National Institute for 

Agriculture, Food and Environment (INRAE), Versailles, France

Towards a corrected and improved annotation of the Vitis vinifera cv. ‘PN40024’ Pacbio 40X-

improved genome

Beneficiary: David Navarro Payá, Institute for Integrative Systems Biology (I2SYSBIO), Paterna, Spain

Host: Camille Rustenholz, Santé de la Vigne et Qualité du Vin, INRAE Grand-Est Colmar, France

Genetic diversity in archaeological grapevine seeds to understand crop domestication and use 
among different cultures
Beneficiary: Carolina Royo, Institute of Sciences of Vine and Wine (Logroño), Spain

Host: Detlef Weigel, Max-Planck Institute for Developmental Biology, Tuebingen, Germany 

Short Term Scientific Missions (STSM)
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Source: Carolina Royo



Determining pipelines for constructing aggregated gene-coexpression networks in grapevine and 
validation by in vitro approaches
Beneficiary: Gabriele Magon, Università di Padova, Legnaro, Italy

Host: Tomás Matus, Institute for Integrative Systems Biology (I2SYSBIO), Valencia, Spain

Development of a shared vademecum for DAP-Seq experiments, bioinformatic analyses and 
metadata submission in grapevine

Beneficiary: Alessandro Vannozzi, University of Padova, Legnaro, Italy

Host: Tomás Matus, Institute for Integrative Systems Biology (I2SYSBIO), Valencia, Spain

Short Term Scientific Missions (STSM)
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i2sysbio - Inndromeda

Source: Wikipedia



Generation of a multi-omic database using natural epigenomic variation between wild and 

cultivated grapevine genotypes

Beneficiary: Alberto Rodríguez Izquierdo, Center for Plant Biotechnology and Genomics (UPM-INIA), Pozuelo de Alarcón, Spain

Host: Carlos Marcelino Rodriguez Lopez, University of Kentucky Environmental Epigenetics and Genetics Group, Lexington, USA

Design of Wine Science Metabolomics Experimentation on UPLC-IMS-qTOF-MS
Beneficiary: Panagiotis Arapitsas, Fondazione Edmund Mach, San Michele all'Adige, Italy

Host:  Georgios Theodoridis, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki, Greece

Short Term Scientific Missions (STSM)
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More info here https://integrape.eu/event/integrape-2022/

2022 Events
We hope to see you all at the Fourth Annual Meeting in Lemesos, Cyprus.
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https://integrape.eu/event/integrape-2022/
https://integrape.eu/event/integrape-2022/


Social Media
Join the conversation about INTEGRAPE on:

Integrape Cost Action CA17111

@INTEGRAPE_17111@I17111

AND JOIN OUR NEW FORUM IN THE INTEGRAPE WEBSITE

Newsletter editor: Marina Dermastia
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https://www.facebook.com/CA17111/
https://twitter.com/I17111
https://integrape.eu/forum/
https://www.facebook.com/CA17111/
https://twitter.com/I17111

